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26Tissue-mimicking phantoms play a crucial role in medical ultrasound research because they can simulate
27biological soft tissues. In last years, many types of polymeric tissues have been proposed and character-
28ized from an acoustical and a thermal point of view, but, rarely, a deep discussion about the quality of the
29measurements, in terms of the uncertainty evaluation, has been reported. In this work, considering the
30necessity to develop laboratory standards for the measurement of ultrasonic exposure and dose quanti-
31ties, a detailed description of the experimental apparatuses for the sound speed and the attenuation coef-
32ficient measurements is given, focusing the attention on the uncertainty evaluation both of the results
33and analysis algorithms. In particular, this algorithm reveals a novel empirical relation, fixing a limit to
34the energy content (therefore limits the number of cycles) of the three parts in which the authors have
35proposed to divide the acoustical signal.
36Furthermore, the realisation of multi-components phantoms, Agar and Phytagel based tissue-mimick-
37ing gels along with others long chain molecules (dextrane or polyvinyl alcohol) and scattering materials
38(silicon carbide and kieselguhr) are investigated.
39This paper reports accurate speed of sound and attenuation coefficient measurements. Speed of sound
40is measured by a pulse-echo technique in far-field condition, using an optical glass buffer rod; while
41attenuation coefficient is determined by an insertion technique, using demineralized water as reference
42material.
43The experimental sound speed results are subjected to an overall estimated relative uncertainty of
44about 1.5% and the attenuation coefficient uncertainty is less than 2.5%.
45For the development of laboratory standards, a detailed analysis of the measurement uncertainty is
46fundamental to make sample properties comparable. The authors believe this study could represent
47the right direction to make phantoms characterizations referable and traceable.
48� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
49
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52 1. Introduction

53 Ultrasounds are widely applied in biomedical field, both for
54 diagnostic aims [1–3] and for therapeutic intents [4–6]. In last
55 years, the necessity of guidelines for safe applications of ultra-
56 sounds on patients and personal treatment plans and the need of
57 laboratory standards for the measurement of ultrasonic exposure
58 and dose quantities have induced the proliferation of studies about
59 tissue-mimicking materials (TMMs). Many types of polymeric tis-
60 sues have been proposed and characterized from an acoustical
61 and thermal point of view with the aim to verify if their

62thermophysical and mechanical characteristics could be consid-
63ered similar to those of human tissues.
64Among quantities useful for the characterisation of TMMs, the
65density, q, the speed of sound, w, the attenuation coefficient, a,
66and the heat capacity, cp, have an essential role, especially in med-
67ical applications. For example, density and speed of sound are often
68used to distinguish an health tissue from an affected one (such as
69in osteoporosis diagnosis [7–10]), while the attenuation coefficient
70can be used to predict the ultrasonic beam behavior inside a tissue
71in terms of absorbed and scattered energy. Moreover, the evalua-
72tion of attenuation dependence with frequency supplies informa-
73tion about the proper working frequency range to be used in
74different applications [11]. Finally, the heat capacity lets to foresee
75how much of the absorbed energy will be transformed in heat and,
76as a consequence, in tissue temperature increase.
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77 Many relevant and informative papers about TMMs can be
78 found in literature [12–15], even if a detailed and accurate uncer-
79 tainty evaluation of the measured parameters for materials under
80 investigation is not always presented. Despite that, a number of
81 useful comparisons have been completed, providing guidance on
82 achievable uncertainties [16,17] (obtained considering the disper-
83 sion of values measured by different laboratories). The data com-
84 parison procedure would be improved if an accurate uncertainty
85 evaluation was associated to each considered measure [18]. For
86 this reason, in this work the experimental apparatuses for the
87 speed of sound and the attenuation coefficient measurements have
88 been described in detail and particular attention is focused on the
89 uncertainty evaluation both of the results and of the analysis
90 algorithms.
91 Considering, as starting point, the TMMs recipes reported in last
92 years in literature [19,20] and thinking about the realisation of
93 multi-components phantoms, Agar and Phytagel based tissue-
94 mimicking gels have been investigated. The effects on w and a val-
95 ues of long chain molecules, such as dextrane or polyvinyl alcohol,
96 and scattering materials, like silicon carbide and kieselguhr, have
97 been examined.

98 2. Preparation of tissue mimicking materials

99 Over last 25 years, different TMMs have been proposed and
100 studied [21] in terms of their mechanical, thermal and acoustic
101 properties. In this work, two of the most used polysaccharide poly-
102 mers for TMMs, Agar and Phytagel have been investigated. Indeed,
103 the study of these molecules is interesting since ultrasonic absorp-
104 tion from gelling molecules is given by various phenomena, such as
105 chemical relaxation processes associated to molecular volumes
106 modification due to conformational changes, exchange processes
107 involving free water molecules or bound to the polymer, interac-
108 tions with junction zones (i.e. the double helix structure with
109 which the polymerization of polysaccharides occurs) or aggregates
110 of junction zones [22]. On the other hand, because of the high
111 attenuation value required for phantoms simulating human tissues
112 and organs in therapeutic applications of ultrasounds, attenuation
113 increase given by other long chain of polysaccharides, like dextrane
114 and PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) added to the solution, and the effect of
115 scattering particles like kieselguhr and silicon carbide, have also
116 been investigated. All materials used in this work have been pro-
117 vided by Sigma Aldrich. In particular, it has been used a medium
118 molecular weight (Mw 100,000) Dextran, a high molecular weight
119 PVA (Mw 98,000), a silicon carbide with a mean dimension of
120 37 lm, a diatomaceous earth also known as kieselguhr, that is a
121 siliceous sedimentary rock crumbled in a white fine powder, with
122 a particles size dimension in the range from 10 to 200 lm have
123 been used.
124 Original recipes of phantoms tested in this work are described
125 in the following.
126 The first gel, hereafter referred to as TMM 1, is prepared heating
127 an aqueous solution of Agar (3% in wt) at 100 �C for 5 min under
128 stirring and adding Benzalkonium chloride (0.9% in wt) as an anti-
129 fungal agent. Successively, while the sample is cooling, it is cast
130 carefully into a cylindrical mould to avoid bubbles formation and
131 to obtain smooth and flat surfaces, needed to optimize the ultra-
132 sonic coupling for the measurements. The second gel, referred to
133 as TMM 1a, is prepared starting from the same solution used for
134 the TMM 1, but Dextran (1.5% in wt) and PVA (1.5% in wt) are
135 added during the heating step.
136 Moreover, subsequent gel samples are based on Phytagel. The
137 polymerisation of this molecule is catalysed by the presence of cat-
138 ionic ions (Na+, Ca++ Mg++), thus, in our case, for the preparation of
139 the third gel, referred to as TMM 2, an aqueous solution of Ca2SO4

140(0.5% in wt) is kept under stirring while it is gradually heated at
14190 �C for 10 min. During the heating step, Phytagel (2% in wt) pow-
142der is added carefully under stirring to prevent lumps formation.
143After that, while the sample is cooling, it is cast carefully into the
144cylindrical mould. The fourth gel, TMM 2a, is prepared with the
145same procedure described for TMM 2 but, during the heating step,
146scattering agents, kieselguhr (1.5% in wt) and SiC (1% in wt), are
147added to the solution and kept under stirring until any visible
148lumps are no more longer present. Finally, a fifth gel, referred to
149as TMM 2b, is prepared as TMM 2a but with the variation in per-
150centage of weight of kieselguhr (3% in wt) and SiC (2% in wt).

1513. Measurement method and experimental apparatus for the
152speed of sound

153The speed of sound has been measured using the traditional
154pulse-echo technique and an optical glass buffer rod has been inter-
155posed between the ultrasound transmitter and the sample to
156ensure that far-field conditions are reached before the signal passes
157through the sample as shown in Fig. 1. In the pulse-echo technique,
158the source transducer transmits a signal that travels through the
159sample and is reflected at the opposite surface of the material, gen-
160erating a series of echoes. The time s between two successive ech-
161oes, detected by the same transducer (in this case the receiver),
162corresponds to the time spent by the signal to travel a double path,
163therefore outward and return [23]. So the speed of sound w is
164determined as:
165

w ¼ 2d
s
; ð1Þ 167167

168where d is the length or thickness of the sample. In this work the
169quantity d has been determined as average of ten length measure-
170ments carried out by means of a digital callipers having a resolution
171of 0.01 mm.
172Since the reliability of the speed of sound determination
173strongly depends on the accuracy of the time-of-flight measure-
174ment, this one has been subjected of special attention and analysis.
175The measurement of the time delay between the acquisition of two
176successive echoes has been carried out using a numerical tech-
177nique based on the possibility to digitize the received signals with
178an high sampling rate (a digital oscilloscope with 8 bit resolution
179and time sampling of 0.20 ns has been used). In this frame, echoes
180can be represented as continuous functions of time, V1(t) and V2(t)
181for the first and the second echo respectively, and their temporal
182delay can be estimated determining the value of s which maxi-
183mizes the correlation function:
184

Fig. 1. Assembly of transducers and sample with buffer rod (a) and the corre-
sponding (b) diagram of the acoustic signal path. R1 and R2 refer to the first and
second echoes used for the speed of sound determination. R1 crosses the sample
once, while R2 three times.
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